
CREATE AMBIANCE—Not all applications of LVT Units are 
associated with negative events. With the two-way speaker, 
the units can be used to create a pleasant atmosphere for 
customers and employees. For example, use the unit to 
pproject the same music that plays inside the store, outside. 
This brings greater attention to the LVT Unit in addition to 
creating a fun shopping experience.

PREVENT MERCHANDISE SHRINKAGE—LVT Units help reduce merchandise theft both inside and 
outside the store. People are less likely to steal if they know they are being recorded. LVT Units help reduce 
theft of skirt front items and in-store items because people are aware that the unit is collecting evidence of 
their actions.

DETER PARKING LOT THEFT AND VANDALISM—Cars, particularly employee cars that are parked in the 
same spot for hours, are easy targets for criminals. Smash and grabs are quick and normally spur of the 
moment crimes. LVT Units add more observation of a parking lot and thus remove such opportunities 
for criminals.

DISBAND ILLEGAL GATHERINGS—LVT Units have helped disband everything from drug deals to an illegal 
gambling ring that took place after hours in a retail parking lot. With thermal and optical cameras, LVT 
Units can track when people are in the parking lot—day or night.

REDUCE VIOLENT CRIME—As part of increasing safety, LVT Units also help decrease violent crimes from 
happening at retail locations. This includes everything from fights to shootings.

INCREASE SAFETY—The safety of the customers and the employees is the top priority for retailers. LVT Units 
are proven to increase safety and reduce incidents at a store. In fact, female customers and employees 
actually prefer to park closer to the units because they feel safer knowing that someone is watching.

Some of the biggest names in retail use LiveView Technologies to make their property 
safer for employees and customers and to prevent theft. The visibility of the LVT Units 
is a huge draw for this industry. In fact, with LVT Units in the parking lot, retailers have 
seen up to a 70% reduction in parking lot incidents. Some of the use cases for the 
retail industry are:

RETAIL USE CASES


